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addressed in terms which obliged them to retire. Sobriety
did not return to the French Hospital in Harrar for twenty-
four hours.
Gongol's men took to drinking because the Emperor
inspected the Southern Front.
For several days Mischa Babitcheff, the Emperor's chief
of aviation, had been teaching the Ethiopian Air Force to
fly in formation of three. Mischa was an able pilot and
they were quick learners. By November 19, the Fokker
three-motor and the two old Potez biplanes, though of
wildly different speeds, were able to stick together over long
stretches in something resembling a wedge.
November 19 was the day fixed for the departure of the
great journalists' caravan to Dessye. Holmes of the Daily
Worker was going off to cover for The Times : Lowenthal,
a German Jew who had prospected for gold in Wallega,
accompanied him for Reuter. All the press were concen-
trated round the lorries, either Dessye-warding or saying
good-bye.
The Emperor, who by now knew that the foreign press
was introvert, drove quietly to the Akaki aerodrome with
his secretary and suite, and took off for Jijiga.
A rigid censorship was imposed when the press dis-
covered that the Emperor had slipped through their clutches.
One enterprising correspondent got four words over to his
London editor, " Big Boy Skychiefed Frontwards?'
The Emperor had decided that he must visit Jijiga to stop
the decay in the Ogaden. Till now he had been waiting
in Addis for the last detachments from the south-western
provinces, and for the drying of the Dessye road. All the
governors had come in loyally, to his great satisfaction.
His control over the country was perfect. He could now
go to the war.
At Jijiga he asked for a full report on the battle of Anale
and the flight from Gorahai which preceded it.
He created Afewerk Dedjazmatch of the Ogaden. For
the first time, a title was given posthumously in Ethiopia.
Afewerk's son, who survived him, was created a Geraz-
match.
Ali Nur, the Balambaras who had taken me round the

